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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, single camera photogrammetry using novel calibration techniques
is introduced for the purpose of 3D measurement. A measurement technique
using a perspective pinhole camera and a paper-based calibration board is
introduced first. Then, we present two algorithms, the triangulation algorithm and
epipolar geometry algorithm, to conduct the 3D measurement. The proposed
algorithms use a laser projector to replace the paper based calibration board and
the 3D coordinates of the laser points in the scene are extracted by using these
two algorithms. The 3D coordinates are further processed to measure the
dimensions and the orientation of a rectangular box in the scene. Experimental
results illustrate the accuracy of the proposed algorithms, and by introducing
comparison tests, the behavior of these algorithms is analyzed.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Among the six senses that human beings have, vision is often thought to be the
most important. Millions of years of evolution have developed in human an
elaborate visual processing system. It is this complex structure involving the eyes,
nerve cells and the brain that allows one to recognize the infinite numbers of
colors, objects and textures that compose an image[1]. With the development of
various technologies, people have invented many devices to capture visual
information, such as the astronomical telescope, which can observe celestial
bodies in outer space, and the spectrograph, which can help us to understand
the behaviour of the light ray in certain frequencies. Among all these devices, the
digital camera system is perhaps the most widely used in our daily life and in
academic research. In recent years, the technology in the digital camera system
is improving rapidly. The resolution has increased from hundreds of thousands of
pixels to hundreds of millions of pixels. Equipped with different types of lenses,
the digital camera can photograph a wider field of view or more accurately
capture the original scene. The applications of the digital camera have the
potential to enable people to extract more information from the image taken from
it.
An important aspect in its application is three dimensional (3D) measurement. In
most situations, because of the perspective, a single camera can only give us a
general structure of the scene. It cannot provide the accurate metric dimensions
1

of an object in the scene without the help of other sources. The demand for 3D
measurement is very high in the fields of archaeology, architecture, civil
engineering, industrial design, and manufacturing, among others. In addition, this
technology may be helpful in photographing scenes which contain potentially
hazardous elements, which may not be easy for humans to access as a result.
An automated measuring algorithm without human interaction is important in
acquiring measurement data. The study of 3D measurement and its algorithm
plays an important role in accurately reconstructing the original scene from the
data.
Sensors that are commonly used in the study of 3D reconstruction are image
sensors, structured lighting sensors and laser range finders. Image sensors refer
to image measurement, such as dedicated measurement machines with ambient
lighting, optics and software for the measurement of video images. A structured
light sensor means a sensor which can use a certain pattern of light sources to
illuminate a specific part of the surface and use the associated image sensor
detector to collect the reflected or scattered light. A laser range finder is another
kind of measurement device which can provide the depth information directly to
compensate for the measurement data from the video. Although very accurate,
the laser range finder has its own constraints such as cost and complexity, and in
the case of planar range finders, it can also miss an object which is not in its
scanning plane. The advantages of using structured lighting, especially in the
realm of using small, easy to configure sensors, are widely used in the study of
scene/object measurement.
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A laser projector has many advantages as a structured lighting source for 3D
measurement, such as being small, requiring low power, providing high
illumination and being easy to configure. Because of its small size, it can be
easily mounted with the associated sensor detector to collect the reflected light
from the object. Its low power and high illumination properties allow it to work in
an almost dark environment. Furthermore, the laser projector can easily change
the structured light pattern by simply changing the laser head, which makes it a
useful tool for scientific research.
This thesis begins with an investigation of the capability of a single pinhole
camera to measure the metric dimensions of an object in a scene with the help of
certain physical pattern. The physical pattern will behave like a simulated
structured light to help to calibrate the relative pose between the camera frame
and the world frame. Then, a laser projector sensor system is utilized to replace
the simulated structured light with a real one to improve the performance of the
measurement. Two different algorithms are applied to conduct the measurement:
the epipolar geometry algorithm, which is usually utilized in stereo vision with two
cameras, and the triangulation algorithm, which is deduced from the
photogrammetry. Both of these algorithms will achieve the same goal, but use
different calculation procedures.
Since the experiments in making the measurements are conducted in a
laboratorial environment, when they are transferred into a real-life application
with a different camera model and a different configuration, the capability of the
algorithms and the sensor system are also considered an important part of this
3

research. The behaviour of the two algorithms in this single camera
photogrammetry system is further investigated through several comparison tests.

1.2 Thesis contributions
This thesis presents a summary of the major contributions in the following:
1. The mathematical model of a pinhole camera is presented. The intrinsic
parameters, extrinsic parameters and lens distortion are introduced first in
this thesis. A 2D measurement method is presented based on a physical
calibration board, which behaves like a simulated structured light system
together with a pinhole camera. The physical measurement calculator tool
for measuring the object in the scene, based on a single camera and a
physical calibration board, is evaluated through its accuracy in measuring
the metric dimensions of an object in the scene. The advantages and
disadvantages of this tool are also discussed.
2. The design and implementation of a camera and laser projector sensor
system for extracting the 3D information in the image by analysing the
laser pattern projected from the laser projector is presented. Two major
questions were answered: the transformation problem, which is associated
with the relative position of two sensors, and the 3D reconstruction
problem, which refers to the 3D reconstruction of the laser points in the
scene.
3. A photogrammetry based triangulation algorithm is presented to extract
the 3D information of the laser points in the scene. As a comparison, the
epipolar geometry algorithm is also applied to the sensor system to
4

complete the measurement. Several comparison tests are implemented to
quantitatively compare the behaviour of these two algorithms with respect
to their accuracy.

1.3 Thesis outline
The thesis begins with the second chapter discussing the research in the field of
3D measurement in computer vision, the major sensors applied in this research,
the current algorithms, as well as the related camera calibration techniques
associated with it. Chapter 3 introduces the mathematical model of a pinhole
camera and discusses the feasibility of making measurements using a single
camera and a simulated structured light system. Results of the measurement and
pros and cons of this measurement are also discussed. The improved structured
light system, the camera and the laser projector are introduced in Chapter 4. The
triangulation algorithm and the epipolar geometry algorithm are also presented in
this chapter. In Chapter 5, the results of using the camera and laser projector to
make measurements are presented and discussed. Finally, in Chapter 6, the
experiment results are analyzed, and the two algorithms are compared based on
a set of comparison tests. Chapter 7 presents the conclusion of the thesis and
remarks on possible future work.

5

Chapter 2 Literature review
Three dimensional (3D) measurement of an object can be seen as a complete
procedure that starts with data acquisition, then data analysis, and ends with the
calculated result with respect to the metric size of the object in the scene. This
result can be further used for 3D modelling in computer vision or for direct
measurement results in the field of engineering. There is a wide range of
literature available on the subject of 3D measurement. The literature review in
this chapter will focus on the measurement techniques that use a camera as their
main data receiver devices.

2.1 3D measurement taxonomy
There are many ways that 3D measurement techniques can be classified based
on different criteria. The most general and straightforward way to classify 3D
measurement techniques is to divide them into contact method or non-contact
method. The contact method refers to the measuring tool or sensor having
physical contact with the object in the scene in order to get an accurate metric
result. For example, measurements using rulers, bearings or calipers all belong
to the contact method. However, the contact method may cause damage to
fragile objects in the scene, and it is also quite time consuming to build an
accurate and complex object. On the other hand, non-contact methods overcome
these limitations by observing, and possibly controlling, the interaction of light
with the object. Therefore, the 3D measurement technique used in commercial or
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academic research presently is mainly achieved using non-contact methods such
as X-ray, Synthetic aperture radar (SAR), photogrammetry, and laser scanning.

2.1.1 Passive method and active method in 3D measurement
Depending on the light wave, the non-contact method measurements can be
further categorized into passive method or active method [2].
Passive method in 3D measurement
In the passive method, the light source sensor only provides a general
illumination of the scene. Besides this, it plays no active role in the measurement
procedure. A measurement system using such a method usually consists of a
single camera capturing multiple images based on certain movements or multiple
cameras configured with a certain rigid transformation with each camera taking a
single image.

In the technique using a single camera, the movement of the camera or the
object is usually constrained. In [3, 4], the object was put on a turn-table and
underwent a pure rotation toward the camera. More general movements from the
camera also appeared in [5, 6]. The passive method allows for a textured color
reconstruction of the object and can also reconstruct a large number of
coordinates. However, the disadvantage of this passive method is obvious; the
accuracy of the measurement is largely affected by the surface of the object. An
object with a highly reflective surface and with easily identifiable features can
produce a better result than one with semitransparent surface. To avoid this
issue, Esteban and Schmitt [7] use object silhouettes under rotation and Boyer [8]
7

directly silhouettes at different angles at more general movement of the camera.
In [9, 10] Fraser and Pappa construct markers on the object as an easilyidentifiable feature to get a more accurate result. From those markers, they
extract very accurate location coordinates, but the number of measurements is
limited by the number of markers.

Two or more cameras are applied in this method to improve its accuracy and
reliability. Normally, a stereoscopic system is utilized by two or more sensors,
with their relative positions known. In [11, 12], they present us with a trinocular
and multi-view stereo system to make the measurement. However, the relative
transformation, the correspondence problem, between the sensors has to be
found.

Some

alternative

methods have

been proposed to avoid

the

correspondence problem. Most of those methods are generated based on the
object’s shape from its silhouette. Laurentini [13] uses a number of cameras to
observe a scene. The visual hull is defined as the conjunction of the viewing
cones defined by each camera’s center of projection and the detected silhouette
boundaries. Some researchers applied this algorithm to a free-view point video
system to allow for the dynamic adjustment of view-point [14, 15].

Other passive imaging systems recover the 3D information by modifying the
shape of the aperture. The point spread function (PSF) becomes invertible and
depth-dependent when changing the shape of the aperture. Defocused images
are utilized to estimate the intensity and depth in [16, 17]. Greengard et al.[18]
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produced a PSF whose rotation is a function of scene depth by modifying the
aperture.
Active method in 3D measurement
Compared to the passive method, the active method uses a controlled
illumination source. In this method, one of the image acquisition sensors is
replaced by a light source, which projects a known pattern of light on the
measuring scene. One advantage of using the active method is that the light
projection enables the correspondence to be easily identified and matched.
Early in 1971, this method was first applied by Shirai and Suwa [19]. They use a
slit line projection to recognize polihedric objects. Later in 1976, Agin and Binford
use this idea to recognize curvilinear objects [20]. Also, a more general system is
applied to recognize either polihedrics or curvilinear objects[21]. A half plane
illuminated system is proposed in 1986 by Yamamoto, Sato and Inokuchi instead
of a slit line projection [22]. There are also some researchers, such as Sato,
Kitagawa and Fujita, who project two slit lines with different orientations and
positions in the 3D coordinate system [23]. Similarly, Kemmotsu and Kanade[24]
chose to project three lines on the scene.

9

2.1.2 Image-based or range-based measurement
The passive and active classification depends on the usage of the light source.
Considering how the 3D coordinate information is acquired, 3D measurement
techniques can also be classified into image-based measurement, range-based
measurement, or a combination of image- and range-based measurement.
Image-based measurement
Image based measurement is widely used for observing the geometric surfaces
of architectural objects. This process involves the capturing of 2D images from
the camera and then using this 2D image measurement to recover the 3D
coordinate information in the scene. Most of the image-based measurement
techniques use projective geometry or a perspective camera model. The sensors
used are usually portable and are often low cost. The research in this thesis is
conducted in this area, and the related techniques using the image-based
measurement will be introduced in section 2.2.
Range- based measurement
The range-based measurement method directly measures the 3D coordinates of
the object in the scene. Normally, a costly active sensor will be utilized in this
measurement. This sensor can provide a highly accurate and detailed
representation of the objects. Many commercial products are available using the
range-based measurement (Including Cyberware, Cyrax, Leica, Optech,
ShapGrabber, Z + F and others). Most of those commercial products involve a
2D laser range finder or a laser radar scanner. These sensors are expensive and
easily affected by the reflective properties of the surface. Most sensors can only
10

provide a monochrome intensity value for each range value. Also, due to the
physical structure of the laser sensors and the algorithm applied on them, they
are designed only for a certain range or for certain applications. If a large size
object or scene scan is needed, multiple scans from different angles are
necessary to cover every part of the scene. For a small sized object, however,
range-based measurement can provide accurate and complete detail with a high
degree of automation[25].
Combination of image- and range- based measurement
Image-based measurement has some constraints, such as it being less accurate
than range-based measurement, but on the other hand, though accurate, rangebased measurement is only designed for certain range. Some sensor integration
methods have been proposed to provide a complete and detailed measurement.
Usually, the basic shape of the object in the scene is measured using the imagebased method and the object with fine detail is measured using the range-based
method. In [26], photogrammetry and laser scanning have been combined to
scan a large, complex architectural object.
Although 3D measurement techniques have been developed for decades and
there are thousands of algorithms available for different purposes of application,
it is still reasonable to say that there is no single technique that able to satisfy all
the requirements of high accuracy, portability, full automation, and low cost as
well as flexibility and efficiency.
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2.2 Image-based measurement techniques
Image-based measurement techniques always involve a digital camera, which is
used to capture the 2D image of the scene. Then the 3D coordinates of the
object are extracted from this 2D image by analyzing the relative positions of the
sensors or by taking advantage of the feature points in the scene. Among all the
3D measurement techniques, the image-based measurement technique several
advantages such as low cost, relative accuracy, portability, flexibility and
efficiency. Therefore, the image-based 3D measurement technique is still widely
used for the commercial and academic purposes.
Overall, the image-based 3D measurement process contains several steps:
design, solve correspondence problem, and reconstruct 3D coordinates. In the
design step, sensors are chosen to complete the measurement. Usually, the
sensor system can be a stereo vision system composed of multiple cameras or a
single camera with a structured light source. In next step, uncalibrated or
calibrated images are applied to find the position relationship between the
sensors. When multiple cameras are used, in order to find the 3D coordinates of
a given point from n given projections (from each sensor), these projections have
to be from the same object point. The correspondence problem is also solved in
this step. In the last step, the 3D information is computed.
In [27], Pollefeys et al. present us with an automated process of image-based
measurement where the correspondence and reconstruction problems are solved
together without human interaction. A series of images are taken by using an
uncalibrated hand-held camera. The feature points, such as the corner of a
12

building, are automatically extracted from the images. Those feature points are
further used to solve the structure and motion problems. An auto-calibration is
utilized to calculate the intrinsic parameters of the camera and is further used to
obtain the metric size of the object. The limitations of this system are that the
images taken from the camera must not vary significantly in order to extract the
feature points correctly. Therefore, occlusions and illumination changes are
problematic for the method mentioned above. To compensate for the limitations
in extracting the feature points, the SIFT operator was introduced by Lowe in [28]
to extract the feature points under large image variations.
Although the measurement in this approach is highly automated, according to
[27], the error is up to 5%, which is not acceptable in some precision
measurement applications. To improve the accuracy, more techniques on imagebased measuring are developed on a semi-automated basis, in which user
interaction is needed.

2.3 Camera calibration techniques
While conducting research, camera calibration is the first step in 3D
measurement. Although some information concerning the measuring of scenes
can be obtained by using uncalibrated cameras [29], calibration is essential when
intrinsic and extrinsic information are required. The precise intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters make the measurements of the distance in a real-life situation from
their projections on the image plane possible [30, 31].
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Camera calibration can be divided into two phases[32]. First, the physical camera
and optical behavior of the sensor are modeled with mathematical equations and
a set of parameters. The second phase of the camera calibration deals with the
use of direct or iterative methods to estimate the value of those parameters.
There are two kinds of parameters in the camera model which will be considered.
The first is the intrinsic parameters, which are used to describe the physical
structure of the camera. The intrinsic parameters of the camera reveal how the
light is projected through the lens and onto the image plane. On the other hand,
the extrinsic parameters indicate the position and the orientation of the camera
coordinate system with respect to a “world” coordinate system.
According to the calibration method used to estimate the parameters of the
camera model, the camera calibration technique can be classified into the
following categories:
Non-Linear optimization techniques
A calibration method becomes non-linear when many types of lens imperfections
are considered in the camera model. In this situation, the parameters are usually
calculated through iteration with the constraints of minimizing a determined
function. The minimizing function is usually the distance between the imaged
points and the modeled projections obtained by iterating. The accuracy is
increased while the iteration number increases. However, it requires a good initial
guess in order to guarantee convergence[33, 34].

14

Linear techniques which compute the transformation matrix
In [35-37], Hall, Toscani-Faugeras and Ito present a method which uses the least
squares method to obtain a transformation matrix. The model was simplified,
which consists of a simple and rapid calibration. However, this method is not
useful for lens distortion modeling. Also, it is sometimes difficult to extract the
parameters from the matrix due to the implicit calibration used.
Two-step techniques
These methods use the non-linear iterative method to compute some of the
parameters and, as a second step, the rest of the parameters are computed
using the linear optimization method. It can achieve a faster calibration compared
to the non-linear method, since it reduces the iterative numbers and can achieve
a more accurate result compared to the linear techniques. It makes use of the
advantages of the previous two methods. Some literature on the topic can be
found in [38-40].

15

Chapter 3 Two-dimensional measurement using a simulated
structured light system
3.1 Background
With the increased development of digital camera technology, people can
capture images with higher resolution, sharper contrast and less blur. However,
images taken from a digital camera did not reveal any real metric size information.
Due to the perspective, a small ball closer to the camera looks exactly the same
as a big ball far from the camera. This is not a problem in regular photography or
with some prior knowledge of the object in the scene. However, in some
applications such as 3D visualization, scene reconstruction, and mapping
environments, the geometric size of the object is very important.
One of the principal goals of this research is to derive the geometric size of an
object in a scene. In this chapter, a physical calibration board is utilized as a
simulated structured light to associate the relationship between the pixel distance
in the image plane and the geometric distance in the 3D world. This chapter
starts with an investigation of the model of a perspective camera, explains its
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters and gives a case study to retrieve the
geometric distance by using a single camera and a physical calibration board.
The theory and concept in this chapter will be a fundamental theory in the
following chapters. Much of the literature has an introduction about the concept
of the single pin-hole camera. In this thesis, the camera module is taken from[27]
and [41].
16

3.1.1 The perspective pinhole camera model
A perspective pinhole camera is a mapping between the 3D world and a 2D
image. The 3D coordinates are projected onto the image plane through a small
camera aperture. In this section, we start with the most specialized and simplest
camera model, the basic pinhole camera, and then extend this model onto the
general model by adding more parameters to the basic model. Figure 3.1
describes the geometry of a simple pinhole camera [42].

Camera
centre

Y

P

y
p

X

O

o

Z

x

Principal axis
Focal length
Image plane

Figure 3.1 The geometry of the pinhole camera
There are three coordinate systems in the geometry of the pinhole camera: the
world coordinate system, the camera coordinate system and the image
coordinate system. In this case, the world coordinate system and the camera
coordinate system are the same 3D coordinate system, which has its origin at the
camera centre with its Z axis perpendicular to the image plane. The image
coordinate system, which is a 2D coordinate system, has its origin at the centre
of the image plane, with its x and y axis representing horizontal and vertical
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directions. f is the focal length of the camera, which is the distance between the
camera centre and the image plane. In this thesis, we use the upper case letters
{X, Y, Z…} to represent the point’s coordinates in the 3D coordinate system and
the lower case letters {x, y ...} to represent the point’s coordinates in the image
coordinate system. Vectors of points in those two coordinate systems are
indicated by boldfaced symbols. For example the point P is represented as P

=（X , Y , Z）T and p=（x, y）T in the camera coordinate system and in the image
coordinate system, respectively. Also, in the following sections of the thesis, we
will use the homogeneous representation of the point p in its image plane, which
is:
p= ( x, y，
1)T

(3.1)

The following mathematical equations represent the perspective projection of the
pinhole camera:

x= f

X
Z

y= f

Y
Z

In the simplest condition which the focal length f = 1 [43], the relationship
between the 3D world coordinate system and the 2D image plane can be
represented as:

18

(3.2)

 x  X 
λ  y  =  Y 
 1   Z 

(3.3)

Where, λ = Z is the homogeneous scaling factor.

3.1.2 Intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of a camera
The model mentioned above is a simplified case of the pinhole camera. In a more
general situation, first of all, the focal length of an actual camera is not equal to 1.
Secondly, the original point of the camera coordinate system is not at the center
of the image plane, but at the top left corner of the image plane. Also, due to the
manufacturing technique of the CCD of the camera, the angle between the x and
y axes may not be exactly 90 degrees (Figure 3.2). Lastly, the pixel size in the
image plane of a CCD digital camera is not a square, but a rectangular shape.

19

o
pixel

Figure 3.2 The left figure shows the translation from top left
corner of the image plane to its center. The right figure shows
the skew angle and the pixel shape when it is not square [43]

An intrinsic matrix K is utilized to solve the problems above. Since the pixel size
is not a square, we use f x and f y to represent the focal length of the camera in
x and y direction. α is the skew angle as indicated in Figure 3.2 and o =

(ox , oy ,1)T is the coordinates of the principle point in the image plane. We use this
to move the image coordinate system from top left to the centre of the image
plane. Taking those parameters into consideration, (3.3) is now modified as:

x
X 


λ  y  = K  Y 
 1 
 Z 
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(3.4)

Where

α

 fx
K =  0
 0

fy
0

ox 
oy 
1 

(3.5)

The skew factor is normally defined as α = 0 , because for most of the cameras,
the angle between the x and y axes in the image plane is 90 degrees. The matrix
in (3.5) is called the intrinsic matrix of a perspective pinhole camera. It describes
the physical structure of the camera. For a camera with fixed lenses, these
parameters are identical. When the camera is zooming or focusing, the focal
length will change, as well as the principal point.
The above formulation assumes a special type of world coordinate system and
camera coordinate system, where the world coordinate system is the same as
the camera coordinate system. When they are not overlapped, the extrinsic
parameters are applied to describe the position and the orientation of the camera.
In the other world, it is the transformation between the world coordinate system to
the camera coordinate system. Six degrees of freedom are involved in the
extrinsic parameters, three for translation and three for rotation:

t x 
T= t y 
 t z 

and R= Rz (γ ) Ry (ϕ ) Rx (θ )

Figure 3.3 defines three rotation angles along the x, y and z axis.
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(3.6)

Figure 3.3 Rotation angle along each axis

Rx (θ ) , R y (ϕ ) , and Rz (γ ) are the rotation vectors along the x, y and z axes where
0
0 
1

Rx (θ ) = 0 cos(θ ) sin(θ ) 
0 − sin(θ ) cos(θ ) 
 cos(ϕ ) 0 − sin(ϕ ) 
Ry (ϕ ) =  0
1
0 
 sin(ϕ ) 0 cos(ϕ ) 

 cos(γ ) sin(γ ) 0 
Rz (γ ) =  − sin(γ ) cos(γ ) 0 
 0
0
1 
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(3.7)

And the translation terms t x , t y , and t z refer to the translation along the X, Y,
and Z axes of the camera coordinate system. Using the intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters, the following equation maps the 3D world point P in homogeneous
coordinate to projection p in image coordinate.
X 
 x   f x α ox 
 
 y =  0 f o  R T Y 
]
y
y [
  
  Z 
 1   0 0 1  g  
 

1

p
K

(3.8)

P

The matrix K contains the intrinsic parameters defining the physical structure of
the camera, while matrix g contains the extrinsic parameters that define the
position of the camera.

3.1.3 Lens distortion
Other than intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, real camera lenses usually have
nonlinear lens distortion. Lens distortion was first introduced by Brwon in 1966[44]
and was classified into two parts: radial and tangetial distortion. Figure 3.4
describes these two kinds of distortion, where blue arrows show the errors of the
pixels shifted from their original positions to the distorted positions and the black
contour circle represents the average distortion error at different positions.
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Figure 3.4 shows lens distortion of the Canon PowerShot G10 digital
camera. The left figure shows the radius component and the right
figure shows the tangetial component.

Let ( x, y ,1)

T

be the coordinates of the undistorted image point pu and

r = x2 + y 2 . The radius distortion

rd

and the tangetial distortion

td can

be

represented as [12]:
rd = 1 + k1r 2 + k2 r 4 + k3 r 6

(3.9)
 2k xy + k5 (r 2 + 2 x 2 ) 
td =  4 2

2
 k4 (r + 2 y ) + 2k5 xy 

After adding the distortion, the new distorted image point pd is defined as:
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x 
pd =  d  = rd pu + td
 yd 

(3.10)

 2k xy + k5 (r 2 + 2 x 2 ) 
= (1 + k1r + k2 r + k3 r ) pu +  4 2

2
 k4 (r + 2 y ) + 2k5 xy 
2

4

6

We use a vector Kc = [ K1 , K2 , K3 , K4 , K5 ] to represent the mathematical model of
the lens distortion. The lens distortion is similar to the intrinsic parameters of the
camera, which describe the physical structure of the camera. In addition, it is
identical for each camera lens.
In this thesis, all the internal parameters of the camera CCD/lens//display unit,
encapsulated in the intrinsic matrix K given in (3.5) and also the lenses distortion
vector K c , were calculated offline. The camera calibration toolbox in MATLAB [45]
was utilized. The procedure is as follows: first, several images of a rectangular
calibration board (i.e., a checker board), whose dimensions were known a priori,
were taken in different angles and exported to the MATLAB. Second, four
corners of the calibration board were selected manually in every single image.
This was further used by the program to detect all remaining corner points in the
grid

using

conventional

corner-detection

image

processing

techniques

automatically. Third, the information on the physical size of the grids were
entered into the program. Fourth, the program calculates the camera
CCD/lens/display unit parameters using a nonlinear optimization method.

3.2 Measurements using simulated structured light
In previous section, we described the process of projecting a 3D point in the
world coordinate syatem onto the 2D image plane. Given a 3D point in the scene,
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it is simple to locate this point in the image plane if its intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters are known by using (3.8).
projection mod el
P ( X , Y , Z ) 
→ p ( x, y ,1)

(3.11)

However, if the 2D image point is back-projected to the 3D world, it is not so
simple. In the following parts of this chapter, a calibration board is applied to
associate this pixel distance in the 2D image plane with the geometric distance in
the 3D real world. The black and white grid on the calibration board will behave
as the simulated structured light. Firstly, the conceptual model for making the
measurement is introduced,and the results and discussion follow.

3.2.1 The conceptual model
(3.8) is rearranged as shown in (3.12) with the skew factor α = 0 .
x − ox r11 X + r12Y + r13 Z + t x
=
fx
r31 X + r32Y + r33 Z + t z
y − oy
fy

r X + r22Y + r23 Z + t x
= 21
r31 X + r32Y + r33 Z + t z

t x , t y and t z are the translation vectors, and

(3.12)

r11 to r33 represent the rotation matrix.

In the above equations, if the cameras are well calibrated and the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters are known, we have three variables (X, Y and Z) but only
two equations. Given a point P with its image coordinates (x, y), we cannot find a
unique solution for the position of the point P. In order to find a unique solution
for the 3D point coordinates, one of the variables must be fixed. In this case
study, we constrain all the points to be measured to the same plane, and a
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physical calibration board is attached in this plane for camera calibration. The
world coordinate system is attached to this calibration board. The X and Y
directions are the horizontal and vertical directions of the calibration board and
the Z direction is perpendicular to the calibration board and pointing outwards.
With this configuration, the points we select to measure the distance will all be in
the same plane as the calibration board so that the Z value of every point is
equal to 0.

Given the constraints mentioned above, we rearrange (3.12) as:
x − ox
r X + r12Y + t x
= 11
fx
r31 X + r32Y + +t z
y − oy
fy

r X + r22Y + t x
= 21
r31 X + r32Y + t z

(3.13)

With the knowledge of the intrinsic（ ox , o y , f x , f y ) and extrinsic ( r11 , r12 ,… r33 , t x , t y , t z )
parameters and the position of the point in the image plane (x, y), we can find a
unique solution for the point’s position in the world coordinate system.

3.3 Implementation and experiment results
As part of the research, this section will verify the theory mentioned above. The
camera is calibrated beforehand with its intrinsic parameters known. A physical
calibration board is fixed in the scene to calculate the extrinsic parameters
between the camera coordinate sysrtem and the world system. The points
selected to measure the distance will be in same plane as the calibration board.
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A physical measurement calculator tool was created for the application of this
algorithm.

3.3.1 Interface design
The physical measurement calculator (Figure 3.5) is made up of a number of
components.

A

B
F
C
G

D
H
E

Figure 3.5 Physical measurement calculator
A: Data cursor button
B: File name of the digital picture
C: Picture file
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D: Button used to open the image file
E: Grid on/off control
F: Camera parameter calibration button
G: Object information input area
H: Result display area

We use the button

to open a picture. The picture and its name are

displayed in areas B and C. Grid on/off control can add grids into the image. We
can use the data cursor button

and click the cursor on the image to get the

pixel information of the object. In area G, we can input pixel information of any
two points. By clicking the “Calculate” button, the real metric distance of the two
points is displayed in area H. This result is calculated based on the assumption
that the camera’s intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are calibrated. To calibrate
the camera’s parameters, the function in area F will be used. When the “Launch”
button in area F is clicked, the camera calibration toolbox in MATLAB is utilized
to find the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera[45] .

3.3.2 Experiment setup and results:
To verify the accuracy of this 2D measurement algorithm, we use the camera to
take a picture of the scene at distances of 3m, 5m, 7m separately with the phyical
calibration board fixed in the scene(Figure 3.6). The black and white physical
calibration board behaves as a simulated structured light in this experiment and
the actual size of each grid is 29mm. The object we will measure is the width of
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the door and the length of the room number tag, which are labelled with an arrow
and a red circle, respectively, in Figure 3.6. The actual sizes of the width of the
door and the length of room number tag are 86cm and 10cm, respectively. Three
types of digital cameras are used as shown in Table 3.1, which lists three digital
camera models and their focal length by measuring their intrinsic parameters.
Calculated results and errors for measuring the width of the door are shown in
Table 3.2. Table 3.3 shows the results and errors for measuring the room number
tag.
Table 3.1 Focal length of different cameras
Cameras type
Fujifilm s1000fd
Sony W1
Canon SD1100is

Focal length
2584.5(Pixel)
1310.6(Pixel)
4841.1(Pixel)

Figure 3.6 The accuracy test scene captured at 3M, 5M, and 7M from the
camera
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Table 3.2 Results and errors for measuring the width of the door
Cameras
Fujifilm
Sony W1
Canon

Real size
86

3M(cm)
86.2
86.40
86.79

5M(cm)
86.73
86.25
87.17

7M(cm)
87.42
86.8
87.61

Max Error
1.6%
1%
1.9%

Table 3.3 Results and errors for measuring the room number tag
Cameras
Fujifilm
Sony W1
Canon

Real size
10

3M(cm)
9.62
9.60
9.56

5M(cm)
9.09
9.15
9.06

7M(cm)
8.92
8.90
9.20

Error
10.8%
11%
9.6%

3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the mathematical model of the camera and its intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters are introduced first. Then, the conceptual model is
represented as an algorithm to associate the pixel information with the geometric
information by taking advantage of the physical calibration board. The calibration
board behaves as a simulated structured light in the experiments to determine
the extrinsic parameters between the camera and the world coordinate system.
From the results of the experiment, we can see that when measuring an object
with a size of 86cm, the error is less than 2%. When the object is 10cm, the error
is 10%; however, considering the actual size of the object, the result is still
acceptable. The physical measurement calculator tool verifies the capability of
the algorithm for 2D calculating using a single-perspective pinhole camera.
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However, this algorithm also has many constraints. First of all, the points to be
measured must lie in the same plane as the calibration board. It cannot handle
points in different planes in the scene, which means this algorithm is still a 2dimensional measurement instead of a 3 dimensional measurement. Secondly,
the simulated structured light is also a constraint. If the scene is potentially
hazardous and difficult for humans to access, we prefer a real structured light
instead of a simulated one.
To improve the performace of the experiments and also to overcome the
constriants mentioned above, in the next chaper, a structured light system is
introduced. The new system will extend the 2-dimensional measurement into one
that is 3-dimensional as well as incorporate a laser projector, which will project
the structured light pattern in the scene in order to replace the physical calibration
board.
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Chapter 4 Three-dimensional measurement using a structured
light system
4.1 Using a laser projector to replace the simulated structured light
The algorithm in Chapter 3 gives us a method to measure an object in one plane
by using a physical calibration board. However, we want to extend the 2D
measurement into a 3D measurement and eliminate the physical calibration
board. In the following parts of this research, we will use a structured light system
to generate a certain laser dot pattern in order to begin a three-dimensional
measurement. In this chapter, two different algorithms, the triangulation algorithm
and the epi-polar geometry algorithm, are utilized to solve the problem. The
following part of Section 4.1 discusses the structured light equipment and the
problems defined in three-dimensional measurement using this structured light
system. The triangulation and epi-polar geometry algorithms are introduced in
Section 4.2 and 4.3.

4.1.1 High performance structured light laser diode module
To generate the structured light, we use the R55-407 laser diode module from
Edmund Optics[46]

which features interchangeable beam shaping optics to

transform the standard “laser dots” into various patterns (Figure 4.1). The laser
diodes can be focused and adjusted by the user in order to produce a focused
dot. The laser wavelength generated is 635 nm. The module’s input power is 6V
DC and the maximum output power is 1mW.
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Figure 4.1 The components of the laser diode module

The module comes with several projection heads that can generate various
patterns, such as single line, multiple lines, circles, cross line and dot matrix,
among others. The pattern chosen for this thesis is a 7 x 7 dot matrix projection
head (Figure 4.2). The full fan angle for the dot matrix is 11.40° x 11.40°, and the
fan

angle

between

two

consecutive
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laser

points

is

1.9°.

(1, 1)

(7, 7)
Figure 4.2 The 7 X 7 dot pattern generated by the laser projector

In this thesis we use M n to represent one of the laser points in the scene under
the laser projector’s coordinate system. The subscript “n” refers to the number of
the laser point from 1 to 49. The points in the first row are labelled as 1 to 7 from
left to right. Points in the second row are labelled as 8 to 16 from left to right, and
so on. For example, the laser dot (1, 1) is situated at the first row and first column
of the laser dot matrix and labelled as M 1 , and the center dot (4, 4) is located at
fourth row and fourth column is labelled as M 25 . Later in this chapter, Cn is used
to represent the laser point in camera’s coordinate system. mn and c n are also
defined later as representing the 2D coordinates of the laser point in the image
plane of the laser projector and the camera. The laser projector’s coordinate
system and its mathematical model are introduced in next section.
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4.1.2 Mathematical model of the laser projector
To build the mathematical model of the laser projector, a laser projector
coordinate system is defined first in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 The projection model of the laser projector
The origin point is at the optical center of the laser projector. We let its optical
axis be the z-axis. The x and y axes are parallel to the row and column directions
of the dot matrix, respectively. According to this definition, the center laser point
(4, 4) lies on the z axis.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 4. 4 3D view (a), top view (b) and side view (c) of a laser point A in the
scene.
Figure 4.4 shows the 3D view, top view and side view of a general laser point A.
The laser projector is located at the origin point O and the optical axis is the z
axis. The laser point A in the scene is indicated by a red dot in Figure 4.4 (a). OA
represents the ray projected from the laser projector to this point. Then point A is
projected into the X-Z, Y-Z and X-Y planes to create three more points, B, C and
D, as shown in Figure 4.4 (b) and (c). In the laser projector’s coordinate frame
OXYZ, the coordinates of point A are (BC, CD, OC). BC and CD indicate the x
and y coordinate values of point A, respectively, and OC indicates the z value of
point A, or the depth value. We use Z1,n to define the depth value from the laser
projector to this laser point. The subscript “1” indicates it is the depth value for the
laser projector. Later in this chapter, Z 2,n is used to indicate the depth value from
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the camera to the laser point. The subscript “n” indicates the number of the laser
point in the scene from 1 to 49 as described in previous section.
In Figure 4.4(b) and (c), we can find the relationship between the depth value Z1,n
and the x and y coordinate values BC and CD:

BC = Z1, n × tan(∠BOC )

(4.1)

CD = Z1,n × tan(∠COD)

Using the property of the laser projector that the fan angle between each two
consecutive laser point is 1.9°, we can find:
∠BOC = 1.9 × (i − 4)
∠COD = 1.9 × ( j − 4)

(i, j ∈ [1, 7])

(4.2)

i, j define the row and column number of this laser point as described in Figure
4.2.
With the above definition, the coordinates of any laser point in the scene
M n ( n ∈ [1, 49]) , in the laser projector’s coordinate system, are defined as:
M n = [ z1,n tan(1.9 * (i − 4)), z1,n tan(1.9 * ( j − 4)), z1,n ]T

(4.3)

4.1.3 Problem formulation using structured light
Unlike the 2D measurement algorithm introduced in Chapter 3, the algorithm
utilized in this structured light system can determine the position information
between the laser projector and the camera. Based on the position information,
we reconstruct the 3D coordinates of the laser dots in the scene to obtain a 3D
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measurement. In order to achieve this, two kinds of problems must be solved.
The first is the transformation problem, which finds the rotation and translation
between the laser projector and the camera. The transformation matrix was
found in this step. The second problem is the reconstruction problem, which tries
to find the 3D coordinates of the laser dots in the image by using the
transformation matrix. Both the triangulation algorithm and epi-polar geometry
algorithms will solve those two problems. The details are in the following section.

4.2 Triangulation algorithm
According to the photogrammetry, the coordinates of the projection of a point and
the two sensor optical centres form a triangle (Figure 4.5). This can be written as
a constraint that involves the sensor’s position information and coordinates of the
laser point in the camera’s image plane. Once the transformation between the
laser projector and the camera is calculated, the 3D position of the points can be
obtained by triangulation. In Section 4.2.1, this triangulation constraint is
introduced. The transformation and reconstruction problems will be solved in
Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Triangulation Constraint
The geometric relationship between the two sensors and the laser point in the
scene is illustrated in Figure 4.5. Three coordinate systems are involved: the
world coordinate system, the laser projector’s coordinate system and the
camera’s coordinate system. The laser projector’s and camera’s coordinate
systems are attached in their own optical center. Their z-axis are the optical axis
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and the x and y axes point in horizontal and vertical directions. The world
coordinate system is attached at the center laser point in the scene with its x and
y axes parallel to laser projector’s x and y axis. The z-axis of the world coordinate
system pointed toward the laser projector. In the following part of the thesis, all
the equations and transformations are made in this world coordinate system if not
specifically defined otherwise. The single laser point M n in the scene, the optical
center of the camera P1 and the optical center of the laser P2 compose the grey
triangle △ P1 P2 M . We define mn to be the coordinate of the laser point in the laser
projector’s coordinate system in (4.4) where i and j are the row and column
numbers, respectively, of this single laser point in the laser pattern.
mn = M n / z1, n = [tan(1.9 * (i − 4)), tan(1.9 * ( j − 4)),1]T

(4.4)

In addition, we use cn to represent the coordinate of this laser point in the
camera’s image plane. The vectors mn and cn do not have any depth information
involved. Then we use M n , C n to represent the 3D coordinates of the single
laser point in the laser projector’s and the camera’s coordinate systems,
respectively. The euclidean transformation between the two sensors is indicated
by ( R,T ) . We call angles ∠M n P1 P2 and ∠Mn P2 P1 epipolar angles denoted with

θ and ϕ . The vector P1 P2 is called the baseline. It indicates the relative
translation of the two sensors.
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Laser
projector

Camera

Figure 4. 5 The geometric relations between the sensors and the laser
point
Let z1, n and z 2, n be two depth values from the laser projector and the camera to
the single laser point in the scene:
Z1, n = P1M n

(4.5)
Z 2,n = P2 M n

P1M n

and

P2 M n are norm values of the triangle’s two sides. They represent

the distances from the laser projector and the camera to the laser point.
Given the definitions and notations above, in triangle △ P1 P2 M n their relationship
can be represented as:
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cos θ
 sin θ


cos ϕ   z1, n   P1P2 
 =

− sin ϕ   z2,n   0 

(4.6)

We call (4.6) the triangulation constraint. It defines how to retrieve the depth
values when the epipolar angles and the length of the baseline are known.

4.2.2 The transformation problem
In order to retrieve the depth values  Z1,n , Z 2,n  in (4.6), we need to find the
values of the epipolar angles and the baseline. In this section, we solve the
transformation problem to find the length of the baseline P1P2 from the translation
vector T and the epipolar angles from the rotation matrix.
An indirect method is applied to find the rotation and the transformation (R, T)
between the two sensors. Figure 4.6 describes the relationship between the laser
projector’s, the camera’s and the world coordinate systems. The origin points of
the laser projector and the camera are indicated by P1 and P2 . The origin point of
the world coordinate system is indicated by O, unlike the previous definition that
the laser point M n could be any of the laser point in the scene. The origin point O
is a fixed laser point in the scene. In order to distinguish this from the previous
definition, we use λ1 and λ2 to represent the depth value of the origin point of the
world coordinate system with respect to the laser projector and the camera.
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Figure 4.6 Transformation between three coordinate systems

We calculate the transformation between the camera coordinate system and the
world coordinate system ( R2 , T2 ), then find the transformation between laser
projector coordinate system and the world coordinate system ( R1 , T1 ). After that,
the transformation between the laser projector and the camera ( R, T ) is
calculated based on ( R1 , T1 ) and ( R2 , T2 ).
The indirect method is an offline procedure that has to be done separately from
the reconstruction step. The projected laser pattern behaves like a physical
calibration board in this step. To do so, the laser projector is placed in front of a
flat surface that is perpendicular to its optical axis. We manually measure the size
of the laser pattern, which means the values of BC and CD in Figure 4.4 are
measured manually. Then, the value of the depth value λ1 is found using one of
the equations in (4.1):

λ1 =

BC
CD
or λ1 =
tan(∠BOC )
tan(∠COD )
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The translation between the laser projector’s coordinate system and the world
coordinate system can be retrieved from (4.7).
T1 = [ BC , CD, λ1 ]T

(4.7)

There is no rotation between those two coordinate systems since the laser

1 0 0 
projector’s optical axis is perpendicular to the surface, so R1 = 0 1 0 
0 0 1 
Similar to the calculation in Chapter 3, we use the camera calibration toolbox to
find the transformation between the camera frame and the world frame ( R2 , T2 ) .
However, the only difference is that we use the laser pattern to replace the
physical calibration board. When using the camera calibration toolbox in
MATLAB, a code has been modified to ensure that the distortion error has not
been removed and will stay as it was. The reason this is done is so that in the
later epipolar geometry algorithm, the distortion error is also maintained. In order
to adequately compare the experiments, both of the algorithms will keep their
distortion errors during the calculation.
Once T1 , T2 , R1 , R2 are found, the rotation between two sensors ( R, T ) can be
calculated using the following equation:

R = R2
T = T1 − T2
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(4.8)

The translation T tells us the length and the direction of the baseline:
T

P1P2 =T = Tx Ty Tz 

(4.9)

4.2.3 The reconstruction problem
Once the baseline vector P1 P2 is found, the distance between the laser projector
and the camera is fixed. We take the whole system into the scene and project the
laser pattern on the object for further 3D measurement.
We still use Figure 4.5 to represent the geometric relationship between any one
of the single laser points in the scene and two sensors. In △ P1 P2 M n , according to
the law of cosine, we can calculate the epipolar angle by using the following
equations:

（P1M n / z1,n）• P1 P2

θ = arccos

P1M n / z1,n P1 P2
(4.10)

（P2 M n / z2,n）• P1 P2

ϕ = arccos

P2 M n / z1,n P1 P2

In (4.10), P1P2 represents the baseline, the terms

P1M n / z1,n
P1M n / z1,n

and

P2 M n / z2, n
P2 M n / z2, n

are vectors of two edges of the triangle that represent the directions of those two
edges. We can find the edge PM
1 n by counting the row and column numbers of
this laser point in the laser pattern:
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P1M n / z1,n = [tan(1.9 * (i − 4)), tan(1.9 * ( j − 4)),1]T

(4.11)

The direction of the edge P2 M is actually the direction of the ray which connects
the laser point in the scene and the optical center. Given the laser point’s
coordinates in image plane c n and according to the mathematical model of the
pinhole camera introduced in Chapter 3, we can find the vector P2 M n / z2, n by:
P2 M n / z2,n = K -1cn

(4. 12)

Where K is the intrinsic matrix of the camera.
Then, we substitute (4.11) and (4.12) into (4.10) to obtain the values of α and ϕ .
Combined with the value of baseline into the triangulation constraint in (4.6), we
can find the depth values z1,n and z2,n of that laser point in the scene. The 3D
coordinates of the laser point in the scene can be represented as:
M n = [ z1,n tan(1.9 * (i − 4)), z1,n tan(1.9 * ( j − 4)), z1,n ]
Cn = z2,n K −1cn

(4.13)

The first expression represents the laser point in the laser projector’s coordinate
system and the second expression represents its coordinates in the camera’s
coordinate system.
This triangulation algorithm permits us to find the laser point’s 3D coordinates
individually, and also to find the transformation matrix separately from the
reconstruction part. Those can be considered the constraints of this triangulation
algorithm. To overcome those constraints, as well as a comparison to the
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triangulation algorithm, another epipolar geometry algorithm is introduced in the
following section to make the 3D measurement using the same structured light
system.

4.3 The epipolar geometry algorithm
The epipolar geometry algorithm is widely used in stereo vision with two digital
cameras. It tries to find both the transformation and the reconstruction problems
together and reconstruct the 3D information with all the correspondence points in
the scene. This section discusses the use of the concept of the epipolar
geometry algorithm with this structured light system and how this solves the 3D
measurement problem. The reduced camera concept is introduced in Section
4.3.1, while Section 4.3.2 discusses the epipolar geometry algorithm, and the
transformation and reconstruction problems are solved in Sections 4.3.3 and
4.3.4.

4.3.1 The reduced camera model
In the epipolar geometry algorithm, the laser projector will no longer behave like a
physical calibration board but rather like a reduced camera model, which has a
7X7 resolution. Each laser point’s coordinates in the image plane of the laser
projector can be represented as:
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m n = [tan(1.9 * (i − 4)), tan(1.9 * ( j − 4)),1]T

(4.14)

Where i, j ∈ [1,7] are laser point counts in row and column numbers. The
relationship between the laser point in the scene and the laser projector’s image
plane is represented as

1 0 0 
z1,n mn = M n = 0 1 0 [ z1, n tan(1.9*(i − 4)), z1,n tan(1.9*( j − 4)), z1,n ]T
0 0 1 

(4.15)

From (4.15) and according to the definition of the camera in (3.4), we can figure
out the intrinsic matrix of the laser projector K is a 3 X 3-unity matrix:

K las

1 0 0
=  0 1 0 
 0 0 1 

4.3.2 The epipolar constraint
As described in Section 4.2.1, a coordinate system is attached to each sensor
with its origin o at the optical center and the z axis aligned with the optical center.
Later on, we will introduce another method to calculate the transformation
between the laser projector and the camera. But first, we must discuss the
epipolar constraint and the essential matrix.
The epipolar constraint tells us the relationship between two correspondence
points in their relative image plane. In Figure 4.6, the laser point is represented
as Mn and Cn in the laser projector’s coordinate system and in the camera’s
coordinate system, respectively. They are related by a rigid-body transformation:
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M n = RCn + T

(4.16)

Let mn , cn be the coordinates of their projection point in their image plane.

z1, n , z 2, n are the depths from the laser projector and from the camera to the
laser point in the scene, respectively. (4.16) can be rearranged as:
−1
−1
z1,n K las
m n = Rz2,n K cam
cn + T

(4.17)

Where Klas and K cam represent the intrinsic matrix of the two sensors. In the
−1
laser projector coordinate system, the vector K las
m n represents the direction of

vector P1 M

−1
and the vector RK cam
c n indicates the direction of vector P2 M . The

translation vector T represents the baseline of the system P1 P2 . Vectors

P1 M, P2 M, and P1 P2 are in the same plane and they compose the triangle
∆P1 P2 M n . So the triple product of these three vectors is zero:

−1
Klas
mn

−1
, T × RK cam
cn = 0 ,

∧

or

-1
T
-1
（Klas
m n）
T RK cam
cn = 0

(4.18)

We call the (4.18) the epipolar constraint. The hat notation “ ∧ ” means the skewsymmetric matrix of the vector. For example, for the vector T = [Tx , Ty , Tz ] , its
skew-symmetric matrix is:
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−Tz

 0

T =  Tz
 −Ty

∧

0
Tx

Ty 

−Tx 
0 

(4.19)

∧

The reason for such a definition is that for two vectors, u and v, u v is equal to the
cross product of u × v .
Since the intrinsic parameters of the camera and laser projector are known to be
~

~

−1
−1
pre-calibrated, we can use mn = K las
mn and cn = K cam
cn to represent the

normalized vector of the correspondence points in their image planes, and the
epipolar constraint can be written as:

~

mn

~

~

, T × R cn = 0

or

∧

~

m Tn T R cn = 0

(4.20)

Given an image point C n in the camera’s image plane, if the transformation
information R and T are known, the epipolar constraint can tell us where the
correspondence point m n is in the laser projector’s image. However, if given a
set of correspondence points {m n ↔ c n } , it is not easy to determine the
transformation matrix R and T. When solving the epipolar constraint in this step,
we cannot get the results of the R and T separately, but only as a combined
matrix. To solve this issue, in Section 4.3.3, the eight-point algorithm will be
introduced to determine the transformation between two sensors.
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4.3.3 The transformation problem
In Section 4.3.2, we can see that the correspondence points in the laser
projector’s image plane and in the camera’s image plane are related using the
epipolar constraint. In this section, we will introduce the essential matrix first and
then present a solution that can retrieve the transformation matrix between the
camera and the laser projector from the essential matrix. Following this, the
~

method of finding the “essential” matrix E from a couple of correspondence
~

points is presented. Due to the presence of the noise, this “essential” matrix E
~

may not belong to the essential space. E will then be projected onto the essential
space to satisfy the property of the essential matrix. Finally, we use the projected
essential matrix E to retrieve the transformation information.
∧

In the epipolar constraint (4.16), the matrix E = T R is called the essential matrix.
It contains the information about the relative position T and orientation R between
two sensors. For a non-zero matrix E, it belongs to an essential matrix set only if
its singular value decomposition (SVD) is in the form of E = UΣV T with

Σ =diag {σ , σ , 0} For σ ∈ ℝ + and U,V ∈ SO(3) [41].
We call the set of the essential matrices of essential space

ε to represent them.

With a known essential matrix E, Theorem 4.1 (position recovery from the
essential matrix) can help us to find the transformation between the two
sensors[41]:
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Theorem 4.1 (position recovery from the essential matrix): There exists exactly
3×3
3
two relative positions (R, T) with R ∈ ℝ and T ∈ ℝ corresponding to a nonzero

essential matrix E ∈ ε .
∧

π

π

(T1 , R1 ) = (URZ (+ ) ∑ V T , URZT (+ )V T )
2
2
∧

π

π

(4.21)

(T2 , R2 ) = (URZ (− ) ∑ V , UR (− )V )
2
2
T

T
Z

T

 0 ±1 0
π
Where RZT (± ) =  ∓1 0 1  .
2
 0 0 1 
The singular value decomposition of the essential matrix will give us two
combinations of the orientation R and translation T. However, in our experiment,
the translation is positive and the rotation angle is less than π . With these
constraints, there is only one solution possible for R and T.
The Theorem 4.1 can give us the solution of the transformation matrix only if the
essential matrix E is known. The rest of this section discusses how to estimate
~

the essential matrix E from more than 8 correspondence point pairs. Since this
~

estimated matrix E may not belong to the essential space

ε

due to the noise a

~

projection is made from the estimated essential matrix E to the essential matrix
E.
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~

First,

~

−1
mn = K las
mn = [ x1,n , y1,n ,1]T

Let

and

−1
cn = K cam
cn = [ x2,n , y2, n ,1]T

be

the

correspondence points which satisfy the epipolar constraint in (4.20). Then we
~

~

represent the kronecker product of those two vectors mn and c n where[41] :
~

~

a = mn ⊗ cn = [ x1,n x2,n , x1,n y2,n , x1,n , y1,n x2,n , y1,n y2,n , y1,n , x2,n , y2,n ,1]T

(4.22)

Also, the essential matrix, which contains the combined information of translation
 e11 e12
E = T R = e21 e22
and rotation
 e31 e32
~

∧

~

E = [e
s

11

e12 
e23 
can be written in its stacked version where:
e33 
,

, e21 , e31 , e12 , e22 , e31 , e13 , e23 , e33 ]

T

(4.23)

With the kronecker product of two correspondence points and the stacked
~

version of the essential matrix E , the epipolar constraint can be rewritten as the
~

inner product of a and

s

E :
~

aT E s = 0

(4.24)

The equation above is another way of writing the epipolar constraint. With n
correspondence point set as A = a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ...,a n 

~

AE

s

=0
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T

,

we can write it as:

(4.25)

Due to the noise in the correspondence points, there may be no solution for
~

2

(4.25). Instead, we minimize the least square error function A s to find the
E
~

estimated essential matrix E . In addition, according to the eight-point algorithm
in [12, 41, 47], we must select more than 8 correspondence point pairs to solve
~

this minimization problem. To avoid a solution of E s = 0 , the solution E calculated
is upon to a scale factor γ compared to the original essential matrix.

With the method mentioned above, we find the estimated essential matrix

~

E

from the epipolar constraint with more than eight known correspondence point
pairs. However, in the presence of noise, the estimated essential matrix

~

E

may

not belong to the essential space. The following Theorem 4.2 can help us to
solve this problem[41]:
~

Theorem 4. 2 (projection onto the essential space): Given a matrix E ∈ ℝ3×3 with
~

its SVD E = Udiag {λ1 , λ2 , λ3} V T with U , V ∈ SO (3) , λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 , then the essential
matrix E ∈ ε that minimizes the error E~ − E

T
is given by E = Udiag {σ ,σ ,0}V with

2

f

σ =(λ1 +λ2 )/2 . The subscript “f” indicates the Frobenius norm of a matrix. This is
the square norm of the sum of the squares of all the entries of the matrix.
~

In theorem 4.2, for a 3x3 essential matrix

E,

where U is a 3×3 real or complex

unitary matrix, λ1 , λ2 and λ3 are non-negative real numbers on the diagonal of the
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rectangular diagonal matrix, and V is a 3×3 real or complex unitary matrix. SO(3)
defines a special orthogonal group[41].
The theorem 4.2 gives us a method to project the calculated essential matrix into
the essential space. With the projected essential matrix E known, we can
determine the relative position from (4.21).
The above method is the eight-point algorithm[41] that we use to solve the
transformation problem. Generally, it is composed of three steps. The first step is
~

to find the estimated essential matrix E , in which we find another representation
of the epipolar constraint and minimize the least square error function to find the
~

first estimation of E . Because of the error and noise, the estimated essential
~

matrix E may not belong to the essential space, so the second step is to project
~

the estimated essential matrix onto the essential space E → ε . Finally, in the third
step, we determine the transformation matrix by Theorem 4.1.
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4.3.4 The reconstruction problem
The eight-point algorithm utilizes more than eight correspondence point pairs to
calculate the relative position between the laser projector and the camera. The
rotation matrix R and the translation T are used in this section to reconstruct the
depth value of the laser points in the scene and retrieve their 3D coordinates.
The relationship between two points in their image plane is already represented
in (4.17). We rearrange (4.17) to (4.26) with slight differences in the last term,
since the translation obtained from the eight-point algorithm is the one up to a
~

scalar factor instead of its real value, so we use the T to represent this
translation and γ for the scalar factor[41].
~

z1，n K m n = z2,n RK c + γ T
−1
las

−1
cam n

(4.26)

In (4.26), the position of the correspondence points in the image plane (m n ,c n )
~

and the transformation matrix ( R, T ) are calculated as in the previous section.
~

Since ( R, T ) are known, the equations given by (4.26) are linear in both the
structural scale depth values z1,n，z2,n and the motion scale γ [41]. For each point,

z1,n，z2,n are the depths with respect to the laser projector and to the camera
frames, respectively. One of them is therefore redundant. For instance, if z1,n is
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~

known, z2,n is simply a function of ( R,T ). Hence, we can eliminate, for example,
∧

z1,n from the above equation by multiplying both sides by m n , which yields [41]
∧

∧

~

~

z2,n m n R c n + γ m n T =0

(4.27)

~

−1
cn . Rearrange (4.27), we get:
Where cn = K cam

∧ ~ z


m n T   2,n  = 0
 γ 

~
 ∧ ~
N n Z n = m n R c n


∧
~
Where N n = m n R c n


(4.28)

~
∧ ~
 z2,n 

m n T  and Z n =   .

γ 

(4.28) defines the relationship between a single laser correspondence pair ( mn , cn )
and one of its depth value z2,n based on the transformation matrix (R, T). For all
the 49 correspondence laser points in the scene, we build 49 equations of the
form of (4.28). Since the universal scalar factor γ applies to all the laser points,
we can combine those 49 equations into one matrix equation. To do so, first, we
define a vector
~

Z = [ z2,1 , z2,2 , z2,3 ,..., z2,49 , γ ]T
and a matrix P collecting all the laser correspondence pairs
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(4.29)

 ∧ ~
0
0
0
0
m1 R c1
∧
~

m2 R c2 0
0
0
 0
P= 0
⋱
0
0
0

∧
~
 0
0
0 m 48 R c 48
0

∧
~

m
c
0
0
0
0
R
49
49


∧ ~

m1 T 
∧ ~ 
m2 T 
⋮ 

∧
~
m 48 T 

∧
~

m 49 T 

(4.30)

Combining (4.29) with (4.30), we get:
~

PZ = 0

(4.31)

In (4.31), we can use the least square method to solve all the depth values
z2,1 , z2,2 ...z2,49 up to a scalar factor γ . In the experiment, we impose scene

constraint to deduce the scale factor γ . With the depth value, we can determine
the 3D coordinates of the laser point by (4.31). These results are shown in
Chapter 5.

4.4 Data analysis technique
In the previous sections, we introduced the triangulation and the epipolar
geometry algorithms. They can help us determine the 3D coordinates of laser
points in the scene. However, in a real application, when measuring a rectangular
shaped box in Chapter 5 (more details in Chapter 5), more data analysis
techniques are required to analyze those 3D coordinates and turn them into the
dimensions and the orientation of the box. So, in this section, two major data
analysis techniques are briefly discussed to solve the following questions:
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1) Figure 4.7 depicts the top view of the laser dots projected on the lengthheight surface of a rectangular box. In Figure 4.7, both the length-height
plane of the box and the image plane of the laser projector are
perpendicular to the ground. Knowing the 3D coordinates of the laser
points projected on it, how can we decide the orientation of the box in
one direction? In this scenario, the orientation is the angle formed by the
length-height plane of the box and the image plane of the laser projector.

Figure 4.7 Top view of a laser projector projecting dots on an object

2) In Figure 4.7, the laser points cannot be perfectly projected on the edge
of the object, so how can we find the exact length l of the object?
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In the following section, line-fitting technique to solve the problem in question (1)
is discussed. Section 4.4.2 discusses the pixel/metric ratio to solve the problem
in question (2).

4.4.1 The line fitting technique
In this section, we use the line fitting technique to find the rotation angle
described in question (1). The assumption is that both the length-height plane of
the box and the image plane of the laser projector are perpendicular to the
ground. The 3D coordinates of the laser dots projected on the length-height
plane of the box are known, and we want to calculate the angle formed by the
length-height plane of the box and the image plane of the laser projector.
To find the rotation angle, we first project a center row of laser points from 3D
coordinates into the x-z plane of laser projector’s coordinate system. Based on
the assumption we made, this projection can be easily achieved by eliminating
the y term of the 3D coordinates. After the projection, the rotation angle becomes
the angle formed by the line of the center laser row and the x axis of the laser
projector.
In the x-z plane of the laser projector, the equation of the x axis is: z=0. The
center laser line is formed by the laser dots in the center row. The linear least
squares fitting technique is used to find a solution for the best fitting straight line
going through those points[48]. A first order polynomial is defined to represent
the straight line Pline = { z = ax + b}

,

{ X n}

represents n projected laser points in the

x-z plane with their coordinates ( xi , zi ) i ∈ [1, n] . We define an equation:
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n

R 2 ( a, b) = ∑ [ zi − ( a + bxi )]2

(4.32)

i =1

By minimizing the value of R 2 (a, b) , we find the result of parameters a, b. Then
the rotation angle is the angle formed by line z = ax + b and line z = 0 .
For example in Figure 4.8, the blue dots are projected points from the center row
of a laser pattern in 3D coordinates onto the x-z plane of the laser projector. We
use the line-fitting technique to find a line to fit those laser points

z = 0.5894 x + 1985.8 and the angle formed by this line and the x-axis is
arctan(0.5894) = 30.5o .

Figure 4.8 An example of using line fitting technique

4.4.2 The cross-ratio in perspective transformation
Section 4.4.1 gives us a method to find the rotation angle of the rectangular box
in the scene using the 3D coordinates of the laser points. The other question is
that while calculating the dimensions of the box using those points, the laser
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points cannot always be perfectly projected on the edge of the object. Therefore,
we cannot calculate the dimensions of the object if we are only relying on the 3D
coordinates of the laser dots. For example, in Figure 4.9, the red dots, which
represent the laser dots, are not perfectly projected onto the edges of the box.
The line from the laser points in that row and one edge of the box intersects it at
the black point E. We call this black dot the “fake laser point”.

Length

F A

B

C

D

E

Figure 4.9 The length of the box is composed of two parts
The position of this “fake laser point” E is very important for us in order to find the
distance of DE in Figure 4.9. We cannot find the position of E in the world
coordinate system, but we can find its position in the camera’s image coordinate
system.
To determine the position of the fake laser dot in the image, the equation of one
edge of the box and the laser line are calculated by using the line-fitting
technique introduced in Section 4.4.1. The points on the edge of the box are
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selected manually in the image as the sample points for the line-fitting technique.
The sample points in the laser line are from the image coordinates of laser dots A,
B, C and D. The intersection between those two lines represents the image
coordinates of the black dot in the image plane of the camera.
With the image coordinates of the “fake laser point” known, we separate the total
length l in Figure 4.9 into two parts. The first part is the geometric distance
between two real laser dots, point A and point D. We call it d1 . In Figure 4.9, the
geometric distance of AD is d1 . The second part of the length l is the geometric
distance from the “fake laser dots” to their closet laser point. In the figure, we call
both FA and DE d 2 .
The following part of this section will discuss how to find the distance d 2 between
a real laser point and a fake laser point by using the cross-ratio, as defined in the
following.
First, we use the notation D pix as the pixel distance between two points in the
image plane of the camera. For example, ( D pix ) AB refers to the pixel distance
between points A and B in the image plane. Then, we use Ddist to define the
geometric distance between two points in the 3D world. So the geometric
distance between point A and B in the 3D world is defined as ( DDist ) AB . Crossratios for points B, C, D and E in the camera’s image plane coordinate system
and in world coordinate system are, therefore, defined as:
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α pix =

( D pix ) BD i( D pix )CE

α Dist =

( DDist ) BD i( DDist )CE
( DDist ) BE i( DDist )CD

(4.33)

( D pix ) BE i( Dpix )CD

(4.34)

Where α pix refers to the cross-ratio of those 4 points in the camera’s image
coordinate system and

α Dist

refers to the cross-ratio of those 4 points in the

world coordinate system.
On the other hand, according to the definition of the perspective pinhole camera
in Section 3.1.1, the transformation from the image coordinate system to the
world coordinate system is a perspective transformation in (3.38):

X 
 x   f x α ox 
 
 y =  0 f o  R T  Y 
[
]
y
y
  
  Z 
 1   0 0 1  g  
 

1

p
K

(3.38)

P

Points B, C, D and E are also collinear in this scenario. According to the definition
of the cross ratio in perspective transformation [49] :
“Cross-ratio is a projective invariant in the sense that it is preserved by the
projective transformations of a projective line.”
Then we can conclude that:

α pix =α Dist
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(4.35)

Which can also be written as:

( Dpix ) BD i( Dpix )CE
( Dpix ) BE i( D pix )CD

=

( DDist ) BD i( DDist )CE
( DDist ) BE i( DDist )CD

(4.36)

In (4.36) the terms on the left are all pixel distances, which can be found using
the image coordinates of points B, C, D and E. The right terms in (4.36) can be
written as:
( DDist ) BD i( DDist )CE ( DDist ) BD i(( DDist )CD + ( DDist ) DE )
=
( DDist ) BE i( DDist )CD (( DDist ) BD + ( DDist ) DE )i( DDist )CD

(4.37)

In (4.37), only the geometric distance ( DDist ) DE is unknown, which represents the
geometric distance between point D and E. We can find the geometric distances
for other real laser points in (4.37) easily by using their 3D coordinates.
Combine (4.36) with (4.37), and we can find the value of ( DDist ) DE , which is
actually one of the values of d 2 mentioned above. We use the same method to
find all the d 2 in l , allowing us to find the value of l .

4.5 Conclusions
This chapter presented two algorithms to find the 3D coordinates of the laser
points in the scene with the camera and laser projector structured light system.
The triangulation algorithm solves the transformation and the reconstruction
problems separately and reconstructs the depth value point by point while the
epipolar geometry algorithm uses the eight-point algorithm to find the relative
positions between the laser projector and the camera. It does not require the
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laser dots pattern to be in one plane or in a certain configuration to find the
relative position; it can solve the correspondence and the reconstruction
simultaneously.

In addition, by solving the matrix equation (4.30), it can

determine 3D coordinates of all 49 laser points at one time, but up to a universal
scalar factor. Both of the algorithms used a novel and unique calibration method
to find the transformation matrix between the camera and the laser projector.
Then, in the last section of the chapter, two data analysis techniques were
introduced to process the 3D laser coordinates into the orientation and
dimensions of the object. The performances of these two algorithms and of the
analysis are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5 Experimental setup and results
This chapter presents the experimental results related to the implementation of
the algorithms mentioned in the previous chapters. A review of the experimental
setup is given first in Section 5.1, followed by the experimental results in Section
5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3, the conclusion is discussed.

5.1 Experimental setup
The structured light system for 3D measurement is built as shown in Figure 5.1. It
is composed of three parts. On the right side is the laser projector, which is
mounted by a metal bracket, and the image plane is perpendicular to the ground.
It generates the structured light and projects it onto the scene. The camera on
the left side is used to capture the image of the scene. The laser projector and
the camera are fixed by the metal frame, and all the components are mounted on
a tripod. The definitions of the coordinate systems of two sensors are labelled in
Figure 5.1, which is the same as the definitions in Section 4.1.2.
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Metal Frame

Laser Projector
Camera

Y

Y
X

X

Z

Z

Figure 5.1 the structure of structure light system
We use a rectangular box in Figure 5.2 to evaluate the performance of the
triangulation algorithm and of the epipolar geometry algorithm. The length, height,
width, and rotation angle are the variables to be measured. The rotation angle is
the angle formed by the height-length plane and the image plane of the laser
projector.
In the experiment, we rotate the rectangular box to four different positions. The
rotation angles in those 4 positions are 0°, 20°, 4 0°, and 60°. The distance from
the structured light system to the box is 1805mm.
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Rotation angle

Height

Width

Length

Figure 5.2 Object in the scene to be measured

5.1.1 Parameters of two sensors and assumptions in the
experiment
Before conducting the experiment, we need the intrinsic parameters of the
camera, which are later used in the triangulation and epipolar geometry
algorithms. We must also manually measure the transformation between the
camera and the laser projector as reference values to compare to the
experimental results.
The camera used in this project is a Canon PowerShot G10 with resolution of
1600 X 1200. The intrinsic parameters of the camera are calculated by the
MATLAB camera calibration toolbox as:

K cam

 fx
=  0
 0

α
fy
0

ox  1327.27
0
819.02 


oy  =  0
1326.81 613.99 
1   0
0
1 
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In Figure 5.1, the actual transformation between the camera and the laser
projector is obtained manually through the use of certain direct measurement
tools. We use Test and Rest to represent the translation and the rotation between
two sensors, respectively. The subscript “est” indicates that the translation and
rotation values measured are only estimated values, since we do not know the
exact position of the optical center of the sensors. We only use these estimated
values to verify the results obtained from the algorithms in Chapter 4. Errors from
the uncertainty of the optical center are ignored.

1 0 0 
Test = [255, < 5, < 5]mm and Rest = 0 1 0 
0 0 1 
Since the laser projector that we are using produces a sparse dot pattern, we
made the assumption that “most of the laser points, especially the laser points in
the center row and column, are projected on the object”, so that we have enough
data for analysis. More specifically, it assumes that on the front two planes of the
box facing us, the width-height and the length- height planes, there will be at
least two points projected on each plane.
Another assumption made is that the width-length plane of the box is placed on a
surface which is parallel to the ground. This assumption will ensure that the laser
projector is making a “perpendicular projection” on the object so that when the
laser dots projected onto the box, we can use the center laser row to calculate
the rotation angle as labelled in Figure 5.2.
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5.2 Experimental results
With the experimental setup and assumptions mentioned in previous section, this
section discusses the quantitatively measured dimensions of the rectangular box
and its rotation angle using the triangulation algorithm, the epipolar geometry
algorithm and the data analysis techniques in Chapter 4.

5.2.1 The experimental results using the triangulation algorithm
The transformation between two sensors using the triangulation algorithm is
shown in the Table 5.1:
Table 5.1 The transformation results using the triangulation algorithm
Translation Treal

 252.57 
 7.39 


 7.49 

Rotation Rreal

T

 0.999 0.002 0.030 
 0.001 0.999 −0.010 


 −0.030 −0.010 0.999 

The calculated translation and rotation are applied to reconstruct the 3D
coordinates of the laser points, and the final results of the object are shown in
Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 Experimental results using the triangulation algorithm
Triangul
ation
Rotation Angle
True
Value

Calculat
ed Value

Error

Position
1

Position
2

Position
3

Position
4

0°

20°

40°

60°

Dimensions(m
m)

310L

X

245W X

285H

Horizontal
Angle

3.14°

23.54°

44.26°

62.75°

Length

313.14

314.24

315.56

319.73

Width

N/A

254.16

253.35

250.69

Height

287.50

289.73

288.50

288.13

Horizontal
Angle

3.14°

3.54°

4.26°

2.75°

Length

1.01%

1.36%

1.79%

3.14%

Width

N/A

3.73%

3.54%

2.32%

Height

0.89%

1.66%

1.23%

1.10%

The error in measuring the horizontal angle is represented by degrees, while the
error in measuring the dimensions is represented as a percentage compared to
the actual dimensions. The calculated value for width is not available when the
horizontal angle is 0°, since there are not enough laser points to determine the
width of the object.
As the object rotates in a horizontal direction from 0° to 60°, there will be less
laser points in the length- height plane but more laser points projected on the
width- height plane, which means when calculating the length, the number of
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sample laser points is decreasing, but we have more sample laser points for
calculating the width. We can observe this phenomenon by looking at the error in
the length and the width. When the horizontal angle changes from 0° to 60°, the
error in the length increases, but the error in the width decreases. Every error is
less than 4% when calculating the dimensions and less than 5° when calculating
the rotation angle.

5.2.3 The experimental results using the epipolar geometry
algorithm
When using the epipolar geometry algorithm, the same experimental setup as in
the previous section is employed. It should be noted that the epipolar geometry
solves both the transformation and reconstruction together. However, the
~

translation term T and the depth value Z calculated in this step are different from
the real values up to a scalar factor γ . To find the value of the scalar factor γ , we
assume the depth from the central laser point to the laser projector is known.
Then we use γ to retrieve the translation term T and the depth values of other
laser points.
The transformation calculated using this algorithm is shown in Table 5.3
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Table 5.3 The transformation results using the epipolar geometry algorithm
Translation Treal

 249.91
 3.70 


 5.72 

T

Rotation Rreal

 0.981 −0.003 0.195 
 0.002 1.000 0.009 


 −0.195 −0.008 0.981

Table 5.4 shows the result of measuring the object placed in the same position
as in Section 5.2.2.
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Table 5.4 Experimental results using the epipolar geometry algorithm

Epipolar
Geometry

True
Value

Rotation
Angle
Dimensions(
mm)
Horizontal
Angle

Position
1

Position
2

Position
3

Position
4

0°

20°

40°

60°

310L

X

245W X

285H

2.13°

22.43°

41.57°

62.16°

Length

312.84

312.67

314.16

315.96

Width

N/A

249.13

247.23

246.83

Height

287.72

288.47

288.97

287.42

Horizontal
Angle

2.13°

2.43°

1.57°

2.16°

Length

0.91%

0.86%

1.34%

1.92%

Width

N/A

1.69%

0.9%

0.75%

Height

0.95%

1.22%

1.39%

0.85%

Calculate
d Value

Error

5.3 Conclusion
This chapter presented the experimental setup when using the structured light
system to make a three-dimensional measurement. The triangulation algorithm
and the epipolar geometry algorithm are applied to measure the rotation and the
dimensions of a rectangular box. The results are shown in the last part of this
chapter.
The experimental results for each algorithm are composed of two parts from
Table 5.1 to Table 5.4; the transformation results show the relative position
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between the camera and the laser projector, and the reconstruction results show
the final calculation results of the rotation and the dimensions of the object in the
scene. The result analysis will be discussed in Chapter 6.
In addition, the experiment in this chapter was conducted in a laboratory
environment, only one type of pinhole camera was utilized, and the relative
position between the camera and the laser projector was fixed during the
experiment. Without loss of generality, more experiments are conducted in
Chapter 6 with various image distortions and different baselines between two
sensors to test the performance of this structured light system.
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Chapter 6 Result analysis and comparison test
This chapter first analyzes experimental results from Chapter 5 in Section 6.1,
followed by Section 6.2, in which the comparison test is conducted to evaluate
the performance of the structured light system with the proposed triangulation
algorithm and with the epipolar geometry algorithm. It will help us understand
how the system performs in certain scenarios, such as the system’s behaviour
under various image distortions. Section 6.3 then discusses the behavior of the
structured light system in various baseline configurations.

6.1 Result analysis
In Chapter 5, Table 5.1 and Table 5.3 showed us the transformation results with
two algorithms, while Table 5.2 and Table 5.4 show us the final results for
calculating the dimensions and the rotation angle of the box. Each of the
algorithms behaves differently in terms of errors when measuring the same target.

6.1.1 Error in solving the transformation problem
In solving the transformation problem, the triangulation method took advantage of
the camera calibration toolbox in MATLAB and calculated the rotation and the
translation between the camera and the laser projector separately. It found the
result offline. On the other hand, the epipolar geometry algorithm used the eight
point algorithm to solve the problem and did this simultaneously with the
reconstruction. The results are shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.3.
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One source of error in using the triangulation algorithm is that the camera
calibration toolbox uses the Frobenius norm to find the rotation and translation
matrix, and errors occur when calculating the smallest Frobenius norm[50]. On
the other hand, the epipolar geometry algorithm uses laser points in the scene to
find the transformation. There may be some human error involved when manually
selecting these matched points in the image plane. Another source of error in
the epipolar geometry algorithm is that when we project the essential matrix into
the essential space described in Theorem 4.2, the projection will decrease the
overall accuracy of the transformation result.

6.1.2 Error in the final results
From the final results shown in Table 5.2 and Table 5.4, we can see that both
algorithms have an error of less than 4° for the ro tation angle and an error of less
than 3% for the dimensions of the object. Some of the error is inherited from the
transformation calculation itself. The accuracy in manually selecting the laser
dots in the image also plays an important role in the overall accuracy of the final
result.
Another source of error in these two algorithms is that the triangulation algorithm
tries to reconstruct the 3D coordinates of the laser points individually, while the
epipolar geometry algorithm finds the 3D coordinates of the laser points all
together up to a universal scalar factor γ . So, when conducting the measurement,
the error in the triangulation algorithm tends to be independent, since it
reconstructs the 3D coordinates of the laser points individually, while the error in
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the epipolar geometry algorithm is connected or averaged because of the scalar
factor γ .

6.2 Comparison tests in different image qualities
The previous experiment in Chapter 5 is conducted in a laboratory environment.
In a real application, however, the quality of the image taken by the camera will
affect the performance of the structured light system, as well as the position of
the object in the image.
To test the system’s behavior with respect to the image quality, two tests were
conducted in this section; the first test deals with the behavior of the structured
light system with various image distortions, and the second test deals with its
behavior with different image areas.

6.2.1 Test design for various image distortions
This test is designed to examine the accuracy of the system when the image
taken by the camera has applied various distortions on it.
We projected the laser pattern on a flat surface in this test. In Figure 6.1, (a) is
the original image taken from the camera with the distortion vector K c1
K c1 = [ −0.15877 0.06218 −0.00168 −0.00037 0]

(6.1)

Then, this image is processed to have less distortion as well as over-distortion.
Figure 6.1 (b) is the image with less distortion and Figure 6.1 (c) is the image with
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more distortion. The distortion vectors K c 2 , K c 3 for Figure 6.1 (b) and Figure 6.1 (c)
are:
K c 2 = 0.1× K c1 = [−0.01587 0.0062 −0.00017 −0.0003 0]

(6.2)

K c 3 = 5 × K c1 = [-0.79385 0.03109 -0.0084 -0.00185 0]

(6.3)
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.1 From top to bottom are: (a) original image, (b) less distorted
image and (c) over distorted image
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The red arrow shows where the laser point (1, 1) of the laser pattern is. Figure
6.2 shows a detail of the laser pattern projected on the scene.

Figure 6.2 The laser pattern projected on a flat surface
The distance between two consecutive laser points H1 to H6 in the center row is
measured. Three images in Figure 6.3 are measured individually by two
algorithms. The results are shown in Table 6.1 as follows.
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Table 6.1 The results of different distortion vector tests
Unit(m
m)

H1

True
Value
Original
image
Triangu
lation
Algorith
m

Epipola
r
Geomet
ry
Algorith
m

Lessdistorted
image
Overdistorted
image
Original
image
Lessdistorted
image
Overdistorted
image

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

Mea
n
Err
or

Varia
nce

41.6 41.4
4
6

41.3 41.3
7
7

41.4 41.6
6
4

N/A

N/A

43.4 43.2
2
1

42.2 45.6
1
2

41.7 44.9
2.56
2
2

2.28

42.2 43.2
4
6

42.1 43.6
1
2

44.3 43.7
1.47
6
6

0.76

41.3 38.8
3
8

36.7 36.7
4
2

36.3 34.2
5.67
7
3

3.41

43.7 43.2
1
3

43.2 43.9
5
2

41.3 42.9
1.55
7
2

0.85

42.6 42.7
5
3

44.2 43.7
5
1

42.5 43.9
1.26
3
6

0.46

38.6 37.3
1
3

39.3 38.5
6
3

38.2 38.3
4.46
1
8

0.56

In Table 6.1, the overall errors in both algorithms with different image distortion
vectors are less than 5.67mm. The less-distorted image using the epipolar
geometry algorithm yields the smallest mean error with 1.26mm, and the overdistorted image using the triangulation algorithm yields the largest mean error
with 5.67mm. When the image distortion vector changes from the less-distorted
state to the original distortion and then to the over-distorted state, the mean error
increases gradually in both algorithms. However, the variance in the triangulation
algorithm changes more obviously than in the epipolar geometry algorithm.
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The comparison of the two algorithms is determined by comparing the statistical
parameters based on different image distortions. Although the mean errors are
changing at almost the same level when the distortion factor is changing, the
variance is smaller in the epipolar geometry algorithm than in the triangulation
one. The triangulation algorithm is more sensitive to the distortion, while the
epipolar geometry algorithm is less sensitive to image distortion.

6.2.2 Test design for different image areas
The previous test compared the behavior of the triangulation algorithm and of the
epipolar geometry algorithm when processing the image with various distortions.
For those two algorithms themselves, the accuracy also varies when the object is
on different areas of the image. In this section, we compare the accuracy of those
two algorithms on the center and on the boundary of the image.
To conduct this test, the laser dot pattern should be large enough to cover both
the center and the boundary areas of the image and also to provide enough data
points for us to analyse. However, the laser pattern we used is relatively sparse
and cannot give us enough data points when it covers the whole image. Instead,
we use a paper-based checkerboard to simulate the appearance of the laser
pattern. With this paper-based checkerboard, we actually eliminate the real laser
projector, but use a simulated laser projector to generate this laser pattern.
In Figure 6.3, the paper-based checkerboard is fixed in the scene and covers the
center and top left areas of the whole scene. In this test, we choose an overdistorted image to exaggerate the distortion error and make the results more
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obvious in order to examine the differences in two image areas. The intersection
points of the black and white grid in the red square simulate laser points. This is a
15 X 11simulated laser dot pattern.

Figure 6.3 The simulated laser pattern
The laser points in the blue square represent the object in the boundary area of
the image, and the laser points in the white square represent the object in the
center area of the image. All the 15 X 11 simulated laser points’ 3D coordinates
are calculated using both of the algorithms separately. The horizontal distance
between each of the consecutive laser points in the blue and white squares are
measured in this test. The distance obtained from those two areas are averaged,
and the results are shown in the following table:
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Table 6.2 The results of different image area tests
True
value

Unit (mm)
Triangulation
Algorithm
Epipolar
Geometry
Algorithm

Center area
Boundary
area
Center area
Boundary
area

Average
calculated
value

Mean
Error

28.47

1.53

20.12

9.88

26.94

3.06

23.12

6.88

30

Variance
in all
10.76

7.23

In Table 6.2, the results in the center area using the triangulation algorithm
generate the smallest mean error of 1.53mm. It also generates the largest mean
error, 9.88mm, in the boundary area. The mean error in the center area and the
boundary area in the epipolar geometry algorithm tends to be more moderate,
since the variance in this algorithm is smaller than the triangulation algorithm.
According to these results, we determine that in the center area of the image, the
triangulation algorithm has less error than the epipolar geometry algorithm, but in
the boundary area of the image, the triangulation algorithm has more error than
the epipolar geometry algorithm.

6.3 Comparison test in various baselines
Section 6.2 examined when the system was applied to different image distortions
and image area. When conducting the experiment, the position of the two
sensors is fixed, which means they have a unique baseline. In a real application,
the relative position between two sensors may change, and as a result, when we
apply those two algorithms on different baseline configurations, the accuracy may
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vary. In this section, we will discuss the accuracy of the two algorithms when the
baseline of the two sensors is different.

6.3.1 Depth accuracy for various baselines
The triangulation and epipolar geometry algorithm seek to recover the depth
information of each laser point. The chosen baseline may have an effect on the
depth accuracy. To prove the above hypothesis, first we consider a simpler
situation where the two sensors have the same focal length f . The distance
between the two cameras is b , which we call the baseline. We define d to be
the difference in the x coordinates, or the disparity of two corresponding pixels.
The depth z of the correspondence points in the image is given by z =

bf
[51]
d

With the presence of noise, we will have some correspondence error when
finding the correspondence points in the image. Therefore, the depth z is
rewritten as z =

εz

bf
where ε d is the correspondence error. The error of depth
d + εd

can be represented by:

εz =

z 2ε d
bf
bf
−
=
d d + ε d bf + zε d

(6.4)

In (6.4), we can see that the depth error is inversely proportional to the length of
the baseline. When a longer baseline is chosen, the accuracy of the depth will
increase, and vice versa.
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In our structured light system, the difference in the focal length of the camera and
the laser projector will affect f in (6.4), but not the inversely proportional
relationship between the baseline and the depth error.
We will design a test in the following section to verify this assumption and show
the comparison of two algorithms with variable baselines.

6.3.2 Test design and result analysis
In this test, we mount the laser projector and the camera onto separate tripods
and put them into three different positions to get three different baseline
lengths(Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.4 Two sensors in three different baselines
In Figure 6.4, we move the position of camera to have three different baselines. A
7 X 7 laser pattern is projected on a flat surface. Similar to the experiment in
Section 6.2, we measure the distance from H1 to H6 in the center row of the
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laser dot matrix when they were projected on a flat surface. The results are
shown in Table 6.3:
Table 6.3 Results for different baseline configurations
Length of
baseline

the Mean error
triangulation
algoritm

in Mean error
epipolar
geometry
algorithm

Baseline 1

252

3.52

3.03

Baseline 2

380

2.83

2.65

Baseline 3

530

1.87

2.26

in

In Table 6.3, both of the algorithms generate the largest measurement error with
the shortest baseline. The longer the baseline is, the smaller measurement error
obtained. The changing difference is on the same level for both of the algorithms.
The test results show us that two algorithms have the same comparison with
variable baselines. It also validates the hypothesis in Section 6.3.1 that when
increasing the length of the baseline, the error decreases, and vice versa.

6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the experiment results from Chapter 5 were analyzed in Section
6.1, followed by a discussion of more details about the error in the reconstruction
part in Section 6.2, together with the scenario involving the system applied with
different image qualities. Then, in Section 6.3, another scenario was introduced,
involving when the system is utilized with different baselines. The content in this
chapter will help us to understand the behavior of this single camera
photogrammetry system when this system is applied to different scenarios.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion
This thesis investigates the capabilities of single camera photogrammetry using
novel calibration techniques for measuring the three dimensional information of
an object in the scene. The 3D measurement was first attempted with the use of
a single camera and a physical calibration board, which behaved like a simulated
structured light in the scene. Then, a laser projector was added into the system to
replace the simulated structured light with a real one and to overcome the
limitation that the measured points have to be in the same plane. The process of
extracting the relative positions between the camera and the laser projector was
also investigated through different calibration techniques. Two algorithms, the
triangulation algorithm and the epipolar geometry algorithm, were utilized to
perform the 3D measurement using the signal camera structured light system.
Data obtained from the camera with the physical calibration board, as well as
from the camera with the laser projector system, were presented. More tests
have been conducted in order to compare the triangulation algorithm and the
epipolar geometry algorithm.
Based on the experimental results in Chapter 3, a single camera and a physical
calibration board were capable of measuring the distance between any two
points which are in the same plane as the physical calibration board. The
application for this 2D measurement is important, since it is the first attempt of 3D
measurement using a structured light in this thesis. The measurement algorithm
can be utilized in some simple measurement scenarios, such as measuring the
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dimensions of the object on the ground when the picture is taken by an aircraft in
the sky. Compared to other measurement systems introduced in Chapter 2, the
low-cost and easy to use GUI made this system an excellent measurement tool
for some basic applications.
On the other hand, the constraints for this algorithm are discussed in Section 3.4.
A primary constraint of the simulated structured light is that it forces people to
enter the scene themselves to attach the physical calibration board in it. Another
is that the measurement of the points itself is constrained to the same plane.
The use of a laser projector eliminates the constraints mentioned above. It
projects a 7 X 7 laser dot pattern structured light onto the scene, and the 3D
coordinates of those laser points are recovered by two algorithms, the
triangulation algorithm and the epipolar geometry algorithm. By analysing this 3D
data, we can see that the single camera photogrammetry system is capable of
most 3D measurement tasks. The 3D coordinates of the laser points in the scene
can be further used for scene reconstruction, animation and virtual reality.
In the experiment part in Chapter 5, we find that this system is able to measure
the rotation and dimensions of a box in the scene. The results are analysed in
Section 6.1. Compared with other commercially available 3D measurement
products, the proposed system has some advantages. For example, the cost for
our system is around 1/10 fold of its counterparts. Commercial products, such as
that by the SmartScan-HE [53] use one single algorithm to conduct the
measurements. A better accuracy can be achieved by our method on average
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due to taking the lens distortion factor into account. In general, a less than 4%
error in distance and 3° in angle measurements can be achieved. This favourably
compares with that cited in literature on similar products that use the Epipolar
Geometry algorithm, [31].
In Section 6.2 and 6.3, some comparison tests were conducted to analyse the
performance of the system when utilizing two measurement algorithms. A
conclusion was drawn in Section 6.2 that, in the center area of the image, the
triangulation algorithm has less error than the epipolar geometry algorithm, but in
the boundary area of the image, the triangulation algorithm has more error than
the epipolar geometry algorithm. This conclusion will help us to choose a suitable
algorithm to take measurements with different cameras. For example, for a
fisheye type lens with high distortion, the triangulation algorithm is preferred for
making measurements in the center image area. For a scenario where the object
is in the boundary area of the image, the epipolar geometry algorithm is preferred.
Another comparison test was conducted in Section 6.3 regarding various
baseline lengths. The results suggest that the error will decrease when we
increase the length of baseline. Also, the use of structured light with denser laser
points is preferred, since it can provide us more data for analysis and testing.
Logically, the next step would be to implement the 3D coordinates of the laser
points into the 3D modelling technique in order to accomplish real scene
modelling. In our triangulation based algorithm, the relative transformation
between the camera and the laser projector was calculated offline. However, real
time calculation is also feasible. For instance, the well-known POSIT algorithm
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which uses a fast iterative solver to find the relative position between an object
(with distinct features) and the camera, [52] can be used in real time. The
application of this algorithm could be a future work of this thesis.
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